


About us

Crypton Studio is an IT company specializing in 

blockchain development.


Over a 6 year period on the global market, we have 

become the largest company in the custom blockchain 

development segment in Europe.


Since then, we have done 100+ various projects for 

clients from 20 countries.

6 years
on the global market

100+
сompleted projects

20+
сountries of our customers



About us

We have worked with clients from different countries:

// Lithuania


// Russia


// Kuwait 


// Estonia


// Palestine


// Nigeria


// USA


// Ukraine


// Hong Kong


// Norway

// Netherlands


// Spain


// United Kingdom


// Turkey


// United Arab Emirates 


// Germany


// Romania


// Switzerland


// Vietnam

// Republic of Korea


// Canada


// Kazakhstan



our team

35%

65%

100+ developers

50+ employees
Business Development Managers, Business analysts, 

Project managers, HR, Marketers, Designers



What we offer

 Full-cycle custom developmen

 R&D, Prototype and MVP developmen

 Outstaffin

 B2B trainin

 Partnership network



Full-cycle custom development

We offer a flexible and customized approach to 

blockchain development that meets your specific needs 

and goals. Whether you're just getting started or are 

ready to scale your solution, we have the expertise and 

experience to help you succeed. 


Tell us about your idea and our team takes the rest, from 

preparation, analyses and writing of technical 

requirements, to design, development and release of a 

product. This process consists of the following stages.



Sprints Planning

 We decompose the tasks, draw up the backlogs, 

schedule the sprints and make appointments of 

executors, compile test-plans and make approval of 

backlogs and sprints with customer.

Preparation + Drafting

 Border & Scope (B&S). We prepare a basic 

description of functionalities, features, designs and 

technical solutions of a project according to the 

customer's vision and needs.

 Preliminary Evaluation. We estimate the scope of 

work, the labor costs and necessary technology stack, 

and the tech team formulates its vision of the project

 Technical task. This is a detailed roadmap where all 

requirements, stages, and results are described. We 

coordinate it with the customer to ensure that the 

customer and the development team have the same 

vision of the project.



Release

 Demo version. We prepare a demo of the product in 

a test environment

 Refactoring. If necessary we rewrite the code

 Production. We demonstrate the work and deliver 

the product to the customer and to the users

 Support. We support updates or fully transfer the 

product to the customer.

Development

 Designing. Developing visual solutions, mockups, 

identity and interfaces

 Coding. We start working on backend and frontend, 

integrating solutions and algorithms based on ready-

made libraries, adding and enhancing functionality. 

We write code and review it

 Testing. We test UX/UI to check whether a product 

complies with all technical task requirements and 

how the parts of the project are working together.

 Documentation. We write development 

documentation, test-cases and documents to 

describe results of testing.



In some cases before the full-length development  

you need to verify hypotheses and get approval from 

investors. For that goal we can suggest next types  

of development:

 Research & Development (R&D

 Prototyp

 Minimum viable product (MVP)

Ways to verify ideas 
before the development
Ways to verify ideas 
before the development



R&D

R&D allows you to reduce production costs. You will 

understand which resources are needed to 

embody an idea and how much time it takes. 


R&D also assists you to formulate project 

requirements. Our team prepares technical 

documentations where software solutions are 

described, as well as time estimation and budget. 

This information may be used for writing of 

technical task. 



Prototype

Prototype is an interactive model with implementation 

of several features to demonstrate possible visual 

solutions. It fits perfectly to pitch your product to 

potential investors and make it more valuable, because 

prototype is a clickable model that imitates use cases 

and interface. 


Prototype is also suitable for testing a design and 

usability on a focus group before launching full-scale 

development. Our team creates and develops a run-

time prototype that will show the functional and 

potential of your project.



MVP

Ii is the first iteration of a product in which essential 

features and design are implemented. Developing MVP 

is much cheaper than creating a product with all the 

functionalities and complex design.


You receive the first stable version of the product ready 

to launch to the market, and understand your audience 

reaction to it.


Our team implements core functions in MVP to show 

your product advantages and differences from 

competitors' projects. Since you get first rates and users’ 

feedback we will improve MVP to allow you to scale your 

solution.



B2B affiliate program

We expand our partner network to share projects/leads 

with each other and  participate jointly in the 

development

Our partners

// ChainSulting


// Boosty Labs


// Knobs


// Rewired.one 


// BitcoinPeople

// Neti Soft


// 51Nodes


// Polygon


// Avalanche 


// Zilliqa



Key areas

1. Neobank


2. Investment platforms


3. Tokenization platform


4. Portfolio management app


5. Mobile wallet


6. Payment apps for merchants


7. Exchanges


8. Decentralized exchange/swaps


9. NFT marketplace

10. Staking platform


11. Crowdfunding platforms (IDO)


12. Betting platforms


13. Options trading exchange


14. P2P lending platform


15. Custom blockchains


16. P2E


17. Metaverse SDK



Our Portfolio



Decimal is a blockchain. The main features are simplicity and 
speed of custom coin creation. Decimal includes NFTs Decimal, 
Decimal's Crypto Launchpad, and Staking Crypto with Decimal. 

Stack of technologies:

iOS Android Web PostgreSQL

Cosmos SDK Tendermint Core (PoS) Vue.js

TypeScript Golang

Crypton Studio has developed a wide range of services, such as

 Block Explore

 Consol

 Statu

 Payment Gatewa

 Calculato

 Wallet

 Delegatio

 Offline Transaction 
Generatio

 Coin Exchang

 Coin Issue

Also API & SDK (Golang, Javascript, PHP) and Console Client are 
prepared to help third-party developers.

Decimal Website

https://decimalchain.com/


BitTeam Exchange is a centralized cryptocurrency exchange in 
the BitTeam ecosystem. The exchange provides access to trading 
popular tokens and provides a distinctive feature — the desire to 
provide users with maximum ease of trading and interaction with 
the functionality of the exchange.


Crypton Studio has developed a payment gateway, a trading 
terminal, a personal account, settings for secure access, 
confirmation of withdrawal of funds, and an API for algorithmic 
trading. As well as an admin panel with general functionality for 
managing and moderating the exchange. Flexible user 
verification at several levels and convenient interaction with the 
ecosystem's P2P platform were implemented. A mobile 
application is currently being developed.

Stack of technologies:

Web Vue 3 HapiJS PostgreSQL Redis

Golang TypeScript

Bitteam Website

https://bit.team/


A mobile application for increasing sport motivation. 


All information about sports clubs in your city is collected in one 
place. Being informed of all future competitions motivates you to 
visit the gym. Therefore, it leads to unity and communication 
among people in a single theme club.


Crypton Studio has developed an app for Android and iOS, and a 
desktop admin panel for app management. Additionally, we 
worked on the landing page and helped to work with app stores.

Stack of technologies:

iOS Android PostgreSQL (+ Sequelize) Hapi.js

Flutter Dart TypeScript

Ferfit Website

https://ferfit.club/


WorkQuest is a platform for job offerings. Employers can describe 
and propose certain tasks and employees can take them. 


Crypton Studio has developed a marketplace where all the 
payment is done with the help of smart contracts and our 
stablecoin — WUSD. 


There's also DAO and two mobile apps  — one that copies main 
platform and another is a wallet for WorkNet blockchain.

Stack of technologies:

iOS Android Web Flutter Vue(+Nuxt)

PostgreSQL Redis Dart TypeScript

Solidity Elixir

WorkQuest Website

https://workquest.co/


CyberFi is a user-friendly DeFi interface with a lot of available 
features. Users of CyberFi's platform will experience zero-stress 
when it comes to automated DeFi trading and farming. The 
platform offers smaller fees and tools for Impermanent Loss 
mitigation.


Crypton Studio has developed a trading platform, a system for 
automating complex actions on bets, liquidity pools, and LP 
tokens.  It also allows users to create automated complex 
scenarios of events with cross-chains.

Stack of technologies:

Web3 Nodejs Web

CyberFi Website

https://cyberfi.tech/


Samurai by CyberFi is a crowdfunding platform built to advance 
the DeFi evolution. The CyberFi launchpad is focused on bringing 
only the best quality projects, whether it’s DeFi, NFTs, or Layer 2 
protocols.


Crypton Studio has developed a full-suite decentralized cross-
chain platform with Launchpad & Stakepad. The purpose of the 
platform is fundraising for helping projects gain global 
community growth.

Stack of technologies:

Web3 Vue(+Nuxt) Web Solidity JavaScript

Samurai Website

https://samuraistarter.com/


Cryptoken allows users to manage an entire cryptocurrency 
portfolio through their app, as well as get detailed analysis and 
market information. Data is updated manually or directly from 
exchanges connected via API. Cryptoken portfolio management 
is as simple as possible.


Crypton Studio has developed a smart contract in the QTUM 
network for the platform token. The contract includes a game 
that allows increasing and decreasing different cryptocurrencies.


Also, the desktop application

 Provides an ability to connect BINANCE wallet and portfolio 
tracking

 Displays analytical statistics for different cryptocurrencies

 Connects a QTUM wallet that shows your balances and allows 
you to bet on a decrease/increase using our smart contract

 Integrates IPFS for decentralized storage of public data.

Stack of technologies:

Web Desktop application (Linux, Windows)

MySQL IPFS Electron hapi.js TypeScript

Cryptoken Website

https://cryptokenboard.com/


Safehamsters is a multiplayer adventure game based on 
blockchain. By utilizing the best of liquidity pairing, you can stake 
combinations of tokens to build a portfolio that fits your needs.


Crypton Studio has developed smart contracts that enable users 
to provide liquidity for the platform tokens and their exchange. 
Our programmers have built an NFT marketplace, as well as 
cross-chain bridges that connect the BSC and HECO blockchain.

Stack of technologies:

Web Hapi.js Vue3 PostgreSQL

TypeScript Solidity

SafeHamsters Website

https://safehamsters.io/


DaoLand is a platform where users can stake a custom DLD token 
and receive rewards in DLD and DLS. In addition, the possibility of 
LP-staking (Farming) is offered, and the user receives a reward in 
the form of redemption of platform tokens. 


Crypton Studio has developed two tokens, the possibility of 
staking them, the IDO platform, a bridge between the ETH-BSC 
blockchains, and an algorithm to form the vesting period.

Stack of technologies:

Web Hapi.js Vue(+Nuxt)

TypeScript Solidity

DaoLand



Crypto Duel is a betting technology. Two players place a bet. Then 
the winner is determined by an independent and open algorithm 
implemented in a smart contract, which executes on the 
Ethereum blockchain.


Crypton Studio has developed a simple game implementation on 
the Ethereum blockchain. The game is similar to a coin toss, with 
bets on one of two random outcomes (win/lose). Smart contracts 
ensure the mechanism provides guaranteed transparency for 
determining the winner and accruing the winnings. Also, a smart 
contract allows the winner to pick up the winnings, or return the 
bet to the participants if the duel is declared failed.

Crypto Duel is a betting technology. Two players place a bet. Then 
the winner is determined by an independent and open algorithm 
implemented in a smart contract, which executes on the 
Ethereum blockchain.


Crypton Studio has developed a simple game implementation on 
the Ethereum blockchain. The game is similar to a coin toss, with 
bets on one of two random outcomes (win/lose). Smart contracts 
ensure the mechanism provides guaranteed transparency for 
determining the winner and accruing the winnings. Also, a smart 
contract allows the winner to pick up the winnings, or return the 
bet to the participants if the duel is declared failed.

Stack of technologies:

Telegram bot Telegram chat Web Android

Flutter Web3 Solidity Dart TypeScript

Crypto Duel Website

https://t.me/CryptoDuelBot


Polylastic is a digital finance index geared towards offering the 
greatest indices in the cryptocurrency market. Polylastic’s native 
governance token, POLX, allows its holders to vote on proposals 
for protocol updates, management of index baskets, and future 
development.


Crypton Studio has developed a Web application, designed to 
manage cryptocurrency indices. Users are allowed to buy and sell 
shares of indices created and managed by the Polylastic Experts 
team. They can also create a decentralized vote on adding or 
create a decentralized vote for adding a new index to the 
platform.

Stack of technologies:

Solidity NodeJS TypeScript Web Web3

Hapi.js PostgreSQL Vue(+Nuxt) PoS

Polylastic Website

https://polylastic.io/


Infam is a new platform with a wide range of tools for investing in 
crypto assets or blockchain startups. 


Crypton Studio has developed a multi-chain infrastructure that 
currently includes Polygon, Ethereum, and BNB Chain. Also, we 
created the Infam’s INF utility token. It is an ecosystem currency 
that can be used for staking, trading, farming, and payments on 
the platform.

Stack of technologies:

TypeScript Solidity Web PostgreSQL

Hapi.js Vue(+Nuxt)

Infam Website

https://infamplatform.app/


Infam IDO is a fundraising platform that allows users to post their 
projects and raise funds. The multi-chain launchpad has high-
quality projects on the blockchain. The concept was that to gain 
access to the distribution, one had to buy INF tokens to place bets 
and gain access to Launchpad. Thanks to launchpads, projects 
attract funds from various private investors, not from foundations 
or angels.


Crypton Studio has developed a business concept, product logic, 
and design research. In addition, we have created the 
architecture of the application, the software, and the functionality 
of the launcher.

Stack of technologies:

Vue3 Hapi.js Solidity Web

TypeScript JavaScript

Infam IDO Website

https://infamlaunchpad.app/


Magnum Meta is an MGB token sale page. FYI MGB token is 
supposed to be a utility token for the Magnum Meta platform.


At the moment implemented a Private sale round.

Crypton Studio has developed:сonnection via Metamask wallet, 
on mobile version additionally with Wallet Connect; purchase of 
MGB tokens,MGB token claim is possible after TGE; 3-level referral 
system with rewards,admin panel, where admin can check total 
purchased MGB tokens amount, amount of users who bought 
MGB tokens, and referral progress table.

Stack of technologies:

Postgres + Redis Vue 2 Nuxt.JS Web

Nest.js + TypeScript Solidity

MagnumMeta Website

https://tokensales.magnummeta.com/


DASA is a scene in the Decentraland metaverse. This scene 
consists of a 3-floor building-observatory and rocket silo. Quest 
allows users to play the mini-game.


Crypton Studio has developed the: interactions between NPCs; 
state machine systems for scientists and mechanisms in the 
building; other scripts to connect all parts of the scene to one 
whole plot, as well as the mini-game where users can observe 
surrounding scenes by flying on the hoverboard.


DASA coordinates: 45.42 in the Decentraland metaverse.

Stack of technologies:

TypeScript Decentraland SDK Desktop Web

DASA Website

https://play.decentraland.org/?position=45,42


Transfer is an invoice management suite for Web3 teams, which 
boosts their revenue generation thanks to its convenience. It is a 
solution for small companies or startups to pay for their stuff and 
freelancers and want to accept cryptocurrency as a payment. You 
can collect more crypto revenue by the seamless crypto invoicing 
and instant crypto payment features. You can pay crypto 
expenses and see revenue & expense dashboards. Crypton Studio 
developed desktop and mobile web Alpha versions in 7 weeks 
with next features:


- Create and send invoices seamlessly via Telegram. Transfer 
clients can pay for the invoice in a few clicks.


- Pay for an invoice instantly. Swap 223 stables, coins, and coins 
automatically without leaving the invoice page — we have a DEX 
integrated for your convenience.

Stack of technologies:

JavaScript TypeScript

Vue.js Nuxt.JS Nest.js

.transfer() Website

https://app.gotransfer.money/auth


Professional development

The main requirement for employment at Crypton Studio is basic 

knowledge of blockchain works. Every team member undergoes 

advanced training to develop the necessary skills and understand 

how the interaction between different parts of the product takes 

place based on blockchain technology.


Tech leads frequently evaluate team members' performance. 

Regular meetups hold by tech leads allow Crypton Studio 

developers to have up-to-date information, dive deep into 

processes, and follow updates and the development of 

blockchain.


Crypton Studio in turn offers resources for staff development, 

appropriate equipment and software, a thematic library, and the 

possibility to attend industry events.



How we are working



Outsource

Getting to know the client
First contact: introduction / presentation (portfolio, work 
structure), identification of our client's needs

Project concept preparation
Analyst makes border and scope

Project concept presentation
First look how we see the project, we demonstrate 
analogues

Completion of the transaction
Cost + condition

Analytics presentation
Detailed presentation of analytics and project evaluation

Analytics preparation
We do analytics + presentation



Outstaff/Transfer

Getting to know the client
First contact: introduction / presentation (portfolio, work 
structure), Find out from the client what are the 
requirements for the developer

Background
Selection of a developer for a project and CV

CV presentation
Presentation and review of candidates

Completion of the transaction
Cost + condition

Acquaintance
Developer passes technical interview



B2B training

First contact with the customer
Sales manager processes the request, what training is of 
interest, how many people

Coordination of programs and start 
dates
Program for a period of 3/2 months or 2 weeks

Start test
Checking the level of students, at what level training 
begins

Final test
At the end of the test. Indications in practice. Feedback for 
each student

Accompanying during training
Knowledge testing is carried out every two weeks. Progress 
Report

Program preparation
Preparation and presentation of the plan. Signing an 
agreement



support services

We provide support services to our potential customer. Initially, the customer provides 

the servers where the services are deployed.


After the completion of the project, technical documentation and documentation for 

support are prepared. If the customer requests to leave support with us, we will 

continue support accordingly. What does it provide advantages

 Quick response to emerging issues

 Refinement and adding new functionality quickly without unnecessary immersion 

(If the project was given to third-party developers)

 Continuous stability monitoring.



Our media

Scan the QR code to open 

our sources

Thanks for 
watching!


